
 
Microwave Splatter Cover

BPA Microwave Cover Slashing Prices For Amazon
Prime Day Sale
Monika Allen July 13, 2015

Monikaâ€™s Marketplaceâ€™s BPA Free Microwave cover will be slashing its price
by 50% for the large Amazon Prime Day Sale on Wednesday, July 15th, 2015.

(Newswire.net -- July 13, 2015) Sanford, FL -- Monika’s Marketplace’s flagship product,
their BPA Free Microwave Cover will be participating in the first ever Amazon Prime Day
on Wednesday, July 15th, 2015. Monika’s Marketplace will be slashing the price of their
microwave splatter cover  by 50% for this exclusive one day only sale.  

Amazon prime day has been heavily promoted by Amazon as a day that will have more sales than Black Friday.
Amazon chose July 15th because it is also their birthday. The main goal of Amazon prime day is to reward their current
Prime members with amazing deals and to also encourage others to sign up for Prime memberships.

Prime membership with Amazon has several benefits and is a very popular membership for frequent Amazon
shoppers. The biggest draw is the one time annual fee that gives you free two day shipping on Amazon fulfilled items.

Monika’s Marketplace’s microwave cover is fulfilled by Amazon and Prime members can benefit with their purchase of
the microwave cover and get the free two day shipping.

This microwave cover has become very popular since it was listed on Amazon and has over 400 customer reviews.

There three main reasons why the microwave cover is so popular is due to the fact that it is BPA free, it is high domed
so it does not touch food on the plate and has vents on the top that can be opened or closed. The vents make it very
versatile in the fact that they can be opened while in the microwave to let the steam come out, and it can be closed
when outside of the microwave to keep food warm.

"This microwave splatter cover is a lifesaver.  Not only does it keep my microwave nice and clean, but it also reduces
the amount of time to warm up food and the food just tastes better because it helps to keep moisture in as well.” says
Mellissa M., a satisfied customer. 

Another characteristic that buyers of this microwave cover can enjoy is the fact that it has a handle, which many
microwave covers lack.  

"We are looking forward to participating in the Amazon Prime day festivities and offering our microwave cover at a
steep discount. We hope many people will pick it up and we can help make their life just a little bit easier" says Monika
from Monika’s Marketplace.

About Monika’s Marketplace

Monika’s Marketplace is a company that prides itself in high quality, practical and affordable products for the home.
Their BPA Free microwave cover can be found on Amazon.com.

Monika’s Marketplace

5524 W State
Rd 46
Sanford, FL 32908
United States
7162268732
monika@monikasmarketplace.com
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